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ABSTRACT
Crop production models are highly developed to account for different nitrogen, light, temperature and water availability
conditions and, in some species, disease or air pollutant effects. There is very limited knowledge on responses of many
tropical crops, such as oil palm (Elaeis guineensis), to air pollutants although predictions of these effects are essential
for industrial planning in several countries. In the absence of limitations due to water supply, the effects of leaf area loss
due to necrosis and chlorosis are much more important to canopy photosynthesis than are changes in the physiological
attributes that influence the efficiency of light use. Therefore, potential losses of crop production due to air pollutants
such as fluoride can be inferred usefully from the extent of visible injury to foliage that may be associated with different
levels of pollutant exposure.
Keywords: Photosynthesis Model; Oil Palm; Airborne Fluoride; Foliar Injury; Crop Production Loss

1. Introduction
The effects of environmental or physiological stresses on
dry matter production in plants are difficult to determine
precisely without extensive experimentation. Many detailed studies have been carried out on the responses of
important crop and forest species to air pollutants and
these have been critical to the development of environmental standards, especially for the temperate environments of northern Europe [1].
In contrast, dose-response relationships for the effects
of major pollutants on crop plants are scarce in regions of
the world undergoing industrialisation, particularly tropical countries [2,3]. Where growth responses to pollutants
have been measured, it is common to find large differences in the quantitative responses between species. As a
result, general dose-response functions for a collection of
species may not be precise enough to predict either the
response of an individual species [4] or actual yield loss
on a regional scale in developing countries [5]. Pollutant
responses of vegetation in tropical countries are more
commonly reported in terms of visible injury to foliage
[6-13]. Consequently, while dose-response functions obtained from studies in the temperate Northern Hemisphere can lead to suitably conservative air quality goals
in tropical countries [5], they leave unresolved the prediction of growth or yield responses of species for which
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

there is no prior experimental evidence. However, a refusal to predict the possible effects of pollutant exposure
may not be socially acceptable and the precautionary
principle that all species are extremely sensitive to any
pollutant may not be appropriate. This paper examines
how the extent of visible foliar injury may be used to
indicate possible losses of crop dry matter production or
harvestable product, using oil palm (Elaeis guineensis)
exposed to airborne fluoride as a case study.

Crop Characteristics of Oil Palm
Oil palm cultivation is a large and expanding industry,
managed as intensive monocultures on large estates in
low-lying humid equatorial regions [14,15]. In the most
favourable environments, crops can be dense, with a leaf
area index (LAI) in 10- to 30-year-old plantations of 6
m2·m–2 [14,16]. In an equatorial climate, leaf production
in the oil palm is continuous, often at intervals of 18 days
and leaves may persist for 20 months [14]. Consequently,
the oldest leaves in the uppermost LAI layer of the canopy will be exposed to full sunlight for about 85 days.
The lowest shaded leaves are removed in the process of
harvesting fruit bunches. Leaf duration is important in
affecting both the level of physiological activity and the
opportunity for uptake of air pollutants. Leaf and leaflet
arrangements are not random, but the average leaflet
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orientation is slightly erect so that light penetrates into
the canopy.
Physiological characteristics of oil palm are summarised in Table 1. The C3 photosynthetic pathway means
that photosynthesis in individual leaves becomes light
saturated at approximately half of full sunlight (1000
μmol·quanta·m–2·s–1) [16] but canopy photosynthesis and
fruit yield per tree are closely related to the total light
energy intercepted by the tree [17] (Figure 1).
Oil palm photosynthesis and crop production are sensitive to atmospheric and soil water deficits [16,18-21],
but these stresses will not be considered further here.
If the effect of foliar injury is to reduce the photosynthetic capacity of the canopy in direct proportion to the
leaf area injured, there should be a proportional reduction
in fruit yield. Such a relationship would make the prediction of the effects of air pollutants on crop yield a simple
matter, but this may not always be the case.

pollutants may reduce plant growth in the absence of
visible injury as a result of asymptomatic biochemical
and physiological effects. However, while asymptomatic
growth effects occur in species recognised as tolerant to a
pollutant such as fluoride, this condition is not universal
[24]. It is important to know whether asymptomatic yield
reductions are likely to accompany exposure of oil palm,
which may be assumed to be sensitive to an accumulateing air pollutant such as fluoride.
Accurate prediction of the effects of environmental
stresses on crop yield may be impossible without direct
experimental evidence, but empirical physiological and
growth models allow estimates to be made of the relative
rates of photosynthesis or crop growth under different
stress scenarios. In addition, it is possible to compare the
effects of changes in different environmental or physiological factors and thereby to identify those most likely
to affect crop production.
When air pollutants have an immediate impact on
physiological processes, other environmental conditions
are often critical to the expression of effects. For example, high light and conditions conducive to wide stomatal

2. Visible Injury and Impact on Plant
Function
Many reviewers, e.g., [3,22,23] have concluded that air

Table 1. Crop and plant variables used in calculation of oil palm canopy photosynthesis.
Variable

Description
2

–2

Default Value

Reference

6

[14,16]

L

Optimum leaf area index (LAI) for crop yield (m ·m )

f

Fraction of radiation intercepted by canopy

0.9

[14]

k

Canopy light extinction coefficient (Malaysia)

0.47

[14,19]

0.053 (ao)

[16]

Photosynthetically active photon flux (μmol·quanta·m ·s )

2000 (Io)

[16]

Maximum rate of gross photosynthesis (μmol·m–2·s–1)

30 (Amaxo)

[16]

a alpha
I
Amax
Ad
T, theta

–1

Quantum yield of photosynthesis (mol·mol )
–2

–1

Fractional change in maximum photosynthesis with unit increase in LAI
Curvature term for non-rectangular hyperbola

–0.05
0.7 (To)

TL

Change in curvature term per unit leaf area index

Rd

Leaf dark respiration rate (μmol·m–2·s–1)

RdL

Fractional change in dark respiration with unit increase in LAI

nlf

Time between additions of new leaves (days)

18

[14]

Dl

Lifespan of leaf (months)

18

[14,16]

NL

Number of leaves per unit LAI

5

Nec

Fraction of leaf area affected by necrosis

0 - 0.2

NecX

Increment in fraction of leaf area affected by necrosis per unit LAI

0 - 0.2

Chlor

Fraction of leaf area affected by chlorosis

0 - 0.2

aChl

Proportional decrease in α with fractional increase in leaf area affected by chlorosis

ChlX

Increment in fraction of leaf area affected by chlorosis per unit LAI

Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

+0.02
2.5 (Rdo)

[16]

–0.1

[52]

1

[49,50]

0 - 0.2

[52]
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Figure 1. Relationship between bunch dry weight (Wb) in
oil palm and short wave radiation intercepted (Ii) by oil
palm tree canopies at different sites in Malaysia. Redrawn
from [17].

opening exacerbate the effects of ozone [25,26]. Transient conditions may be less critical in determining the
responses of plants when environmental stresses result in
developmental changes, such as chlorosis and necrosis of
leaves and when toxicity is associated with progressive
accumulation of a pollutant. Fluoride is known to result
in both chlorosis and necrosis in a wide range of plant
species and in the absence of unusually high ambient
concentrations fluoride is not associated with the sudden
onset of extensive foliar injury [27]. Instead, fluoride
sensitive species commonly exhibit chlorosis or necrosis
of the extremities (tips or margins) of leaves while plant
growth may not be measurably impaired [24]. Therefore,
it is appropriate to examine potential effects of fluoride
on crop production of oil palm in terms of the relative
effects of fluoride on the functioning and growth of the
species by the application of physiological and growth
models.

3. Photosynthetic Models
The responses of the rate of photosynthesis to variations
in environmental factors can be described in terms of the
biochemical processes of electron transport and carbon
dioxide fixation [27], or carbon dioxide assimilation by
leaves and plant canopies [16,28,29], or by dry matter
accumulation at the crop level [30,31]. The modelling
approaches differ in the way in which this conversion is
expressed, and the interactions with other processes that
are incorporated into the energy conversion coefficient.
At the whole plant canopy level, the interception and
conversion of light energy is critical and harvestable
yield in oil palm can be related directly to whole plant
light interception for plants of different size under different growing conditions (Figure 1). This direct approach is satisfactory where the processes within the
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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plant respond in consistent ways to plant and environmental conditions, but this constancy cannot be assumed
in the presence of stress factors [20].
The biochemical model provides fundamental information about the condition of the electron transport and
carboxylation enzyme systems in leaves. When stomatal
conditions can be determined, it can be applied to comprehensive models of leaf or canopy gas exchange [32]
and, for example, the prediction of ozone effects on photosynthesis and leaf duration in wheat [33].
In spite of the theoretical superiority of the biochemical model and because detailed biochemical and physiological information is lacking for many crop species,
empirical leaf and canopy models still provide satisfactory empirical predictions of the relative effects of environmental factors on crop yield or forest production [29,
31,34,35]. Where variations in plant condition or soil or
atmospheric water deficits [16,17,20] may influence carbon dioxide assimilation and dry matter production, it is
necessary to extend the model beyond the effects of the
factors considered in Table 1.
Hyperbolic equations are commonly used to describe
the light response of canopy photosynthesis because they
incorporate an initial slope that describes the relative
efficiency (a) of conversion of incident quanta (I) to net
assimilated carbon dioxide (Anet) and they allow for the
saturation of the light reaction and the identification of a
maximum rate of assimilation (Amax) and dark respiration
of the leaf (Rd). In contrast to the rectangular hyperbola,
the non-rectangular form [28,36] (Equation (1)) incorporates a coefficient (T) that allows for variation in the
shape of the light response curve for leaves exposed at
different levels in a plant canopy without the need to
assume fundamental differences in their functioning.
Anet 
2


 aI  Amax   aI  Amax   4TaLAmax  



 2T   Rd .

(1)

3.1. Variation in Physiological Characteristics
within the Canopy
Differences in photosynthetic attributes between species
and between different growing environments have been
recognised as important in the adaptation of plants to
widely varying light environments and they also affect
plant response to pollutant stress. Among the attributes
that can alter in this way, the characteristics of chloroplasts are important, particularly their density, orientation,
and the organization of membranes within them [37]. It
is necessary to consider how these attributes may vary
within a canopy in order to indicate the impact of air
pollutant injury on crop canopy functioning.
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Quantum efficiency of assimilation, a, alpha. This
attribute is considered to vary comparatively little between C3 species under satisfactory growing conditions.
Values of about 0.05 (mol.CO2)·(mol.quanta)–1 are commonly reported for healthy green leaves produced under
sunlit or shaded conditions [29], although for some species, the value of a for a leaf may increase in a shaded
environment [37]. In contrast to individual leaves, the
value of a for a complete crop canopy may decrease from
about 0.055 at low light to less than 0.02 at full sunlight
[35].
With more deeply shaded conditions, it is common for
the disposition of the approximately discoid chloroplasts
to change so that they are located on cell surfaces approximately normal to the incoming radiation, whereas in
bright light more chloroplasts are located on the cell surfaces parallel to the incoming radiation and their edges
are commonly presented to the radiant beam [38-40]. An
increase in thylakoid organization in shaded conditions
[41] and changes in leaf structure [42] also result in more
efficient light harvesting. Accordingly, it is reasonable to
allow for an increase in quantum efficiency of leaves at
lower levels in a plant canopy, from about 0.05 to 0.075
(mol.CO2)·(mol.quanta)–1 between the top and bottom of
a relatively dense plant canopy. An increment of 0.005
mol·mol–1 per LAI layer has been assumed here. The a
for a given LAI layer, L, (aL), is derived from the a for
the uppermost (youngest) layer (ao) by Equation (2):
aL  ao  0.005L .

(2)

Curvature of light response function, T, theta. Accompanying the increase in quantum efficiency in shaded
environments is an increase in the sharpness of curvature
of the light response curve [37]. Consequently, light
saturation is reached at considerably lower quantum flux
densities in shaded than in sunlit leaves and in many
situations leaves that are adapted to shade have higher
rates of net photosynthesis under these conditions than
do leaves that have adapted to full sunlight. Changes in T
can be due to rapid adjustment of the photosynthetic apparatus to altered light conditions [38,40] and to more
enduring changes in leaf orientation and internal structure [42]. Variation in T from 0.7 to 0.82 between the
youngest and oldest leaves was incorporated into the
photosynthesis model. The T for a given leaf area index
layer, L, (TL), is derived from the T for the uppermost
(youngest) layer (To) by Equation (3):
TL  To  0.02 L

(3)

Variation in maximum rate of gross photosynthesis,
Amax with leaf age depends on the species and particularly on the life span of the leaf. Amax increases during the
process of leaf expansion and greening and is commonly
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

maximal at the completion of expansion [43]. It then
declines progressively as the leaf ages, and the rate of
change may be rapid in short-lived leaves, or slow in
species where the leaves persist for several years. Amax
may also vary, sometimes considerably, between fully
sunlit and deeply shaded leaves [37]. A progressive decrease in Amax may occur in some species, while in others
(e.g. oil palm) there is a small decrease over most of the
canopy and a more rapid change in older leaves near the
bottom. In the present analysis, it was assumed that there
was a linear decrease in Amax with distance from the top
of the canopy and that the value at the base was twothirds of that at the top.
Where the change in Amax within a plant canopy is important, it can be determined as a function of leaf age if
the LAI is small or as a function of LAI if this is large
and the leaves persist for a sufficient period of time. For
oil palm, leaves remained photosynthetically active for
up to two years and there was a small change in the rate
of photosynthesis for the first 18 months [19] but for
simplicity, it is possible to apply a linear decrease in Amax
with increasing leaf age. Amax for a given LAI layer, L,
(AmaxL), is derived from Amax for the uppermost (youngest)
layer (Amaxo) by Equation (4):
Amax L  Amax o 1  0.05L  .

(4)

Variation in dark respiration RD with leaf position.
Canopy respiration is related to the rate of dark respiretion in a leaf at the top of the canopy and to the propagation of light through the canopy [44]. Therefore, it is
possible to calculate dark respiration at any LAI layer
(RDL) in terms of dark respiration of the uppermost layer
(RD0), the maximum rates of gross photosynthesis in the
uppermost layer (Amax0) and in the layer concerned (AmaxL)
(Equation (5)):
RDL  RD 0 Amax L Amax o

(5)

3.2. Photosynthesis in a Plant Canopy
Photosynthesis in a plant canopy will be influenced by
the pattern of light penetration through the canopy, the
light extinction coefficient k, and by the number of effective layers of leaves, which can be expressed by the leaf
area index, L [45] (Equation (6)).
I L  I o e  kL .

(6)

The value of the light extinction coefficient, k, is often
characteristic for a crop species in which leaf development occurs at the top of the canopy and in which leaf
disposition does not alter substantially with age. Where
leaves may develop at different positions in the canopy,
the growth environments may vary sufficiently that k
changes considerably between the upper and lower canoJEP
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py levels [37]. It is possible to calculate light interception
for varying values of k in the canopy that are associated
with changing leaf disposition in the canopy [44]. In the
first instance and for a mature and fully stocked monoculture plantation or a crop, a constant value of k is
commonly assumed in both the vertical and horizontal
directions and this convention will be adopted here, using
a value of 0.47 [14,19]. An example of instantaneous
light response functions derived for the attributes in
Table 1 is shown in Figure 2.

3.3. Daily Integral of Net Photosynthesis
The effects of stress on oil palm dry matter production
and fruit yield are assumed to be proportional to the effects on the daily integral of photosynthesis [16]. By extension, the relative rates of daily net photosynthesis in
fluoride-affected as compared with uninjured canopies
can be used as an indicator of the effect of fluoride on
crop production. The daily integral of net photosynthesis
is a function of the variation in quantum flux incident on
the top of the canopy (Io) and the penetration of this light
through the canopy. Io can be approximated for any hour
of the day (t) by a half sine wave function of the quantum
flux on a horizontal surface at noon (Imax) and the number
of hours of daylight (h) [45] (Equation (7)):
I o  I max sin  πt h  .

(7)

The relationship between instantaneous net photosynthesis under full sunlight and dry matter accumulation by
a crop is influenced by the maintenance respiration of the
photosynthesising leaves (including during darkness),
and the maintenance and growth requirements of other
plant parts as the plant develops [14,16,46].
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The importance of incorporating variations in leaf
functioning into daily photosynthetic dry matter production was tested. A reference (Basic) condition assumed
that there is no variation in photosynthetic attributes
throughout the canopy. Effects of variation in quantum
efficiency (alpha) with increasing LAI resulted in a progressive increase in relative daily net photosynthesis
lower in the canopy (Figure 3). Changes in curvature of
the response curve (theta) and the maximum rate of photosynthesis in each LAI layer (Amax) did not themselves
greatly alter Anet throughout the canopy. However, a reduction in dark respiration (Rd) had a similar effect to the
increase in alpha. When all factors were included, a positive daily photosynthetic carbon balance was predicted
for more than five LAI layers below the top of the canopy (Figure 3).
This analysis suggests that it is important to obtain the
best data possible on the variation in quantum efficiency
and dark respiration rates at different positions in the
canopy, but it is sufficient to assume that the curvature
factor and maximum rate of gross photosynthesis determined in the uppermost LAI layer are applicable to all
layers.

4. Effects of Fluoride Injury
4.1. Symptom Expression and Development
The occurrence of chronic fluoride injury in monocotyledonous species with linear venation (e.g., palms) is
commonly expressed as the progressive advance of necrosis from the leaf or leaflet tip, sometimes associated
with chlorosis of the adjacent living tissues [22]. Other

Amax

Figure 2. Relationship between instantaneous net photosynthesis in leaf area index (LAI) layers identified by the
number of overtopping layers (0 - 5), and photon flux incident on each layer of an oil palm canopy in which alpha
increases by 10%, theta increases by 0.02 units, Amax and
Rd decrease by 5% per LAI layer from the top of the canopy.
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

Figure 3. Instantaneous net photosynthesis in successive leaf
area index layers of a crop canopy under full sunlight, relative to uppermost layer, estimated by a non-rectangular hyperbola (Basic), with the individual adjustment of: quantum efficiency of CO2 conversion (alpha), curvature coefficient, (theta), light-saturated rate of photosynthesis (Amax),
and dark respiration (Rd) with increasing LAI, and for adjustment of all factors with increasing LAI (All).
JEP
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species may develop chlorosis, either during leaf development [24] or as a progressive symptom accompanying
necrosis [22]. No information is available for the pattern
of injury expression in oil palm, but other palm species
from the same family and with similar venation (Euterpe
edulis and Chrysalidocarpus lutescens) show tip necrosis
of leaf pinnae underlain by varying amounts of chlorosis
[13]. Both of these species are listed in the most fluoride-sensitive group of plants, along with well-known
species such as Gladiolus hybridum [13] and Hemerocallis flava, which has been used as an indicator species in
Brazil [6,7]. Leaf age is an important determinant of the
extent of injury as it is related to the total exposure to a
pollutant [22,24]. For fluoride-sensitive monocotyledonous species such as gladiolus or Pinus ponderosa, injury
extending to 20 per cent of leaf length or area has been
associated with exposure to fluoride that is equal to an
average ambient concentration of 0.5 ug·m–3 [47]. The
extent of injury in these species appeared to be linearly
related to ambient fluoride concentration, with an approximate conversion factor of 40 between ambient concentration and the percentage of leaf length injured. In
the absence of direct evidence, a similar sensitivity to
fluoride may be assumed for oil palm.

4.2. Light Transmission
Foliar necrosis may alter the pattern of light transmission
through a crop canopy because the reflectance, absorbance and transmittance characteristics of the necrotic
tissues could differ from those of the living tissues. However, it is assumed that, because leaves of many tropical
forest canopy species have an absorptance of about 0.9
[37,48], similar amounts of radiation will be intercepted
by both living and necrotic tissues and that the canopy
light extinction coefficient, k, is independent of the fraction of necrotic tissue. Partial foliar chlorosis may also
affect light penetration through the plant canopy. Chlorosis may be associated with reduced chlorophyll concentrations per unit leaf area and light absorptance but the
magnitude of these changes need to be evaluated in relation to other effects. Here, the optical properties of leaves
are assumed to be independent of the extent of chlorosis.

4.3. Rate of Photosynthesis
Necrosis reduces functional leaf area and photosynthetic
production, usually in direct proportion to its extent [23].
Chlorosis is commonly associated with a reduction in the
quantum efficiency from about 0.05 to 0.03 (mol.CO2).
(mol.quanta)–1 and in the rate of photosynthesis at low
light [43], but under full sunlight and sufficiently high
CO2 concentrations, chlorotic leaves of Zea mays [49],
Hordeum vulgare [50], Brassica napus [51] reached
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

similar rates of photosynthesis to green leaves.
For practical assessment of chlorosis, the quantum efficiency of the partially chlorotic leaf can be calculated
as the mean efficiencies of the green and chlorotic portions, allowing for the extent and intensity of chlorosis
[52]. This conclusion is supported by the observation that
the rate of photosynthesis in chlorotic leaves resulting
from rust infection was reduced, but by less than the
proportion of chlorotic area [23]. Figure 4(a) shows that
constant necrosis throughout the canopy results in a proportional loss of photosynthetic production in each leaf
area index layer while constant chlorosis has an initially
smaller but increasing effect towards the base of the
canopy. The combined effect of necrosis and chlorosis
tends to be dominated by necrosis. Where injury increases by a constant proportion in successive LAI layers
from the top, the effects of necrosis and chlorosis are
similar until the leaves are shaded by four or more LAI
layers (Figure 4(b)). At this point, leaves cannot maintain a positive carbon balance and are deemed to have
died, reducing the effective LAI.
A decrease in the leaf area available for photosynthesis
may also occur as a result of pruning lower leaves to access fruit for harvesting. This reduction in functioning
leaf area may decrease dry matter production, but it
could also be associated with an increase in the rate of
photosynthesis of the remaining functioning leaf area
[14]. A conservative assumption is that photosynthesis is
proportional to the live leaf area in a plant canopy.
Effects of injury on canopy photosynthesis can be indicated for situations where different extents of necrosis
plus chlorosis affect the leaves, both where the severity
of injury is uniform throughout the canopy (Figure 5(a))
and where the injury increases by a fixed percentage of
leaf area between each leaf area index layer (Figure
5(b)).
Where injury is constant and where necrosis and chlorosis each affect up to 20% of the leaf area throughout
the oil palm canopy, it is predicted that leaves are retained up to a LAI of 6 (Figure 5(a)) and that the lowest
leaves are still contributing to the daily carbon balance of
the canopy. Where injury is incremental between LAI
layers (Figure 5(b)), leaf death occurs in the lowest LAI
layer when injury in the uppermost LAI layer is 10%
necrosis and 10% chlorosis. If injury to the youngest LAI
layer is 20% necrosis plus 20% chlorosis, the canopy
LAI is reduced to 3 and daily photosynthetic production
is reduced by more than 60 % (Figure 5(b)). The impact
of the reduction in photosynthetic activity in the lower
leaves is shown when the daily integral of canopy photosynthesis is compared for different injury scenarios
(Figure 6). With constant injury throughout the canopy,
there is a linear decrease in daily canopy photosynthesis
JEP
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(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

Figure 4. Effects on daily net photosynthesis of chlorosis
(chl) and necrosis (nec), and their combination (Chl & Nec),
in leaves at different positions in the canopy with characteristics as specified in Table 1. (a) Injury to 10% of leaf
area distributed uniformly throughout the plant canopy; (b)
chlorosis and necrosis each extending to 10% of leaf area in
the uppermost leaf area index layer, and their combination,
and incrementing by 10% in leaves at each successively
lower leaf area index position in the canopy (Inc nec, Inc chl,
Inc N & C).

Figure 5. Cumulative daily net photosynthesis for canopies
with increasing leaf area index and increasing total percentage of injured leaf area contributed equally by necrosis
and chlorosis which is (a) constant throughout the canopy
or (b) increasing by equal increments in successive LAI
layers from the top of the canopy, while a positive daily
integral of photosynthesis is maintained.

at a rate of 0.83 times the total percentage of injured leaf
area. With incremental injury in each LAI layer, there is
an exponential decrease in relative daily canopy photosynthesis. If up to 10 % of the total area of the uppermost
LAI layer is injured (contributed equally by necrosis and
chlorosis) and if injury increases by the same amount in
each successive LAI layer, the percentage loss of photosynthetic production is approximately 2.5 times the total
percentage of leaf area showing injury in the uppermost
LAI layer.
Because the nature of injury due to an accumulating
contaminant such as fluoride is commonly for injury to
increase approximately in proportion to the duration of
exposure [22,47] the exponential pattern of canopy production loss can be expected to apply for most species in
which leaves are retained for several months. A similar
approach can be used if there are distinct cohorts of
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

Figure 6. Relative daily integrals of canopy photosynthesis
(Prel) when a constant extent of necrosis plus an equal extent of chlorosis (Ai) occurs on all leaves throughout the
canopy (Constant) and when a certain extent of necrosis
plus an equal extent of chlorosis occurs in the uppermost
LAI layer and increases by that amount in successively
lower LAI layers (Incremental).
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leaves and where these may be retained for more than
one year, as in numerous coniferous and some tropical
species.
If oil palm is assumed to have the same fluoride sensitivity as Pinus ponderosa [47], and if a growing season
average ambient concentration of 0.5 μg·HF·m–3 results
in 20% necrosis, this common air quality criterion might
be associated with a crop production loss of 45%. In order to restrict potential crop loss to less than 10%, the
ambient fluoride concentration would need to be about
0.1 μg·HF·m–3. This would require that any large fluoride source was far removed from an oil palm plantation.

5. Conclusions
Models of photosynthesis and associated fruit production
have been applied widely and effectively to oil palm
plantation management and deal with the effects of light,
temperature, nutrition and water supply. Extension of a
model to assess the potential effects of air pollutant injury suggests that the loss of functioning leaf area
through necrosis is more important than the changes in
photosynthetic characteristics that occur with increasing
distance from the top of an oil palm canopy or those associated with chlorosis. If increasing injury is associated
with increasing leaf age, and if potential crop losses are
to be no more than 10%, the extent of injury in the uppermost leaf area index layer should not be more than
about 3% of leaf area. For practical purposes, visible
injury associated with fluoride accumulation should be
avoided.
This model could expedite testing of fluoride sensitivity of crop species by relating fluoride exposure to the
appearance of visible injury and, if facilities are available,
experimental studies of photosynthesis. It should then be
possible to identify at an early stage of planning those
activities and areas most at risk from prospective industrial fluoride emissions and to avoid potential crop yield
losses resulting from exposure to atmospheric fluoride.
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